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THEMES↓↓ 

================================================================================ 

■ Don’t Let Fires Kill You!（Autumn Fire Prevention Campaign） 

■ 1-1-9 Emergency Call...Stay Calm on the Phone! 

■ TFD Official Online App. 

================================================================================ 

 
=====Don’t Let Fires Kill You!================================================= 

The TFD holds the Autumn Fire Prevention Campaign from November 9 (Sat.) to 15 

(Fri.), 2019.  The Campaign helps people raise their fire and life safety knowledge and 

their abilities to cope with disasters as well.  Fire-safe communities, damage mitigation 

(to the minimum), life safety and property protection―these are exactly what the Fire 

Prevention Campaign is for! 

 

In the first half of the year 2019, we had 2,240 fires with a 12,635-㎡ area turned to 

ashes (131 more fires and 2, 178 ㎡ more burnt areas than in the first half of 2018).  

Meanwhile, there were 72 fire deaths with suicides (19 more than in the first half of 

2018).  This is actually the largest number during the past five years.  The number of 

the fire deaths excluding suicide was 62 (17 more than in the first half of 2018).  Fire 

injuries were 415 (five more than in the first half of 2018).            

The causes of fires are ①Smoking (444) ②Arson including Suspected Cases (372) ③

Gas Range (191) ④Electric Heater (58) ⑤Plug (51).  Notably, Smoking came to the top 

this year, not Arson including Suspected Cases.  

 

Smoking-caused residential fires…Most of them could have been prevented with proper 

handling of cigarettes.  Smokers’ right knowledge and action are important!  

◇ For Fire-Safe Smoking ◇ 

・Don’t smoke and sleep. 

・Stop the Drinking-Smoking-Sleeping chain. 

・Don’t leave ashtrays full of cigarette butts. 

・Discard cigarette butts after soaking them in water. 

・Use fire-retardant sheets and futon covers. 

================================================================================ 

 

 



=====1-1-9 Emergency Call...Stay Calm on the Phone!========================== 

November 11 is the 1-1-9 Call Day. 

You would not know what to do with a sudden fire or a suddenly sickened person in 

front of you.  Keep calm, call 1-1-9, and tell it like it is.  Your action and call help the 

Fire Department dispatch fire engines and ambulances sooner.   

 

Two facilities receive the 1-1-9 emergency calls made within the TFD service area.  

Specifically, the calls from within the 23 wards of Tokyo are handled at the Command 

and Control Center in the TFD Headquarters in Chiyoda Ward, while those from 

within the Tama district (except Inagi City) are taken at the Command and Control 

Center in Tachikawa City.  Then, an emergency dispatch order is given to the fire 

station which stands nearest to a disaster scene.   

 

The address and actual facts of a disaster scene need to be correctly told on the phone 

for firefighters and ambulance members to arrive on the scene earlier. 

In 2018, the TFD Command and Control Centers received 985,047 emergency calls.  

This means they got 2,698 calls every day (one call per about 32 seconds). 

 

Prepare a slip of paper telling your address, building name, landmark and phone number.  

Then keep it beside the telephone for an emergency. 

 

Hospital?... Ambulance?...You don’t know what to do……Get the EMS Guide now.  

Check it out from time to time.  

【Tokyo EMS Guide (in English)】 

 http://www.tfd.metro.tokyo.jp/hp-kyuuimuka/en_guide/main/index.html 

 

Nowadays, cellular phones are used more often than before to call 1-1-9.  In fact, 

however, some callers did not know the incident scene address, and the Command & 

Control Centers took their time locating the scenes.  Eventually firefighters and 

ambulance members also took their time getting to the disaster scenes.  

In case you cannot be sure of the address, ask a store employee directly.  Or, just tell 

on the phone what stands out around you as a “landmark”―the building name, the 

crossing name, and the like. 

You might find the address in a public phone booth, on a self-vending machine, on a 

utility pole, or up on the wall of a building.  Stay calm.  Look around.  Get the right 

information. 

 

http://www.tfd.metro.tokyo.jp/hp-kyuuimuka/en_guide/main/index.html


In case of a bad connection on your phone, use an indoor office phone or a public phone.   

================================================================================ 

 

=====TFD Official Online App.================================================== 

Get the TFD app.  Get fire and emergency services information anytime, anywhere with 

ease!  It is basically in Japanese, however, with three other foreign language versions

―Chinese (in original and simplified character forms) and Korean.  Get it downloaded 

on your smartphone!  Make it your constant companion! 

 

【What’s It About?】 

   Emergency contacts・EMS support・FAQ・Fire service map・Schedule・Event news・

Stamp rally・Mini games 

 

On the Internet, get 東京消防庁アプリ（TFD App.）for download! 

================================================================================ 

For our back numbers, please visit: 

URL： http://www.tfd.metro.tokyo.jp/eng/safety_info.html 

 


